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         This paper was held in Jadavpur University, Kolkata on May04, 2004. The paper consisted of three sections 1-15 Verbal 
(Read Barron�s test papers & the exercise questions ) 16 � 30 Analytical reasoning . 31 � 50 Technical. The only difference 
between JU and our�s was that they were provided 50 min to ans the questions but we were allowed 60 min. There was 
individual cut-off  for each section. In case of IT/CSE/EL the cutoff was 7,7,12. For other core branches it was 4,6,6. 360 
people actually sat for the written test. 181 were short listed. There was a technical interview which one needed to clear in order 
to sit for the HR interview. Around 105 cleared the technical interview and finally 84 were selected among the lot. In our case HR 
eliminated about 20%. IT �14. CSE � 24, ECE- 29, CIVIL � 2, MECH � 2, ELECTRICAL � 6, MCA - 7 The Verbal section 
was really tough for people like me not preparing for CAT and GRE.

VERBAL SECTION :

          Well , the first eight questions were word pair analogy. I couldn�t just make any analogy as such from them barring a few. 
The pairs were so typical that currently I don�t remember. Practice hard Barron�s just mug up if u can�t find the analogy.3 
questions were from Barron�s.(model 5 test paper�s 15 and 13th question )If you have good command over ur vocab it would be 
easier for you. The other 7 questions were fill in the blanks they were pretty easy and any layman can get through. A sentence with 
two missing words was given and among the four options u need to choose the correct one. According to my friends my score in 
this section may be eight or nine(the worst among all the three sections )
Some of the questions are :-
1) STAR : CLUSTER:: ? :?
a)    Orange : rind b) ????????  c) trees : clump d) mirror : reflection
2) GIBBLE : SENSE
---------------------------
3) GAUFFAW : LAUGH
a)    Sneeze : cough b) Whimper : cry ��.
c) ???????????????
4) PISTON : CYLINDER::?:?
    a) SHAFT: ELEVATOR b) BULLET: REVOLVER c)???? d)???
ANALYTICAL SECTION :
          This section was really easy and almost as clear as water for any person preparing for CAT. Every question had four 
options from which we had to choose the correct answer. Some of the questions were :
1)    A,B,C,D,E ,F are to be given adjacent rooms .The rooms don�t have complete walls between them rather sound, smoke can 
easily get through from one to another as there are gaps over a wall for free exchange of air. Miss C the head is allotted room no 
5 as wished by her. Miss E needs a telephone for regular communication. Mr A & Mr B prefer to have adjacent rooms. Mr 
B,C,D  are chain smokers. Miss C is allergic to cigarette smoke.
a)    The correct order of placement of rooms is �..four options were given.
b)    Which slot is best for Mr A ?

2)    A doctor is supposed to see his patients at 9.00, 10,00 11.00, 1.00 PM , 2.00 PM , 3.00 PM. Rajiv, Mark, Mathew, 
Hassan, Priya, Reni are the patients . Hassan is scheduled to be seen in early afternoon. Priya should be seen earlier in the day 
than Reni. Other such conditions were given and you needed to find based on the given conditions that how many such 
combinations are possible.

3)    In a film festival Amitabh ,SRK, Kamal hassan ,Hrithik  and Subhash Ghai , Maniratnam and Yash Chopra are available as 
judges. A team of three is to be sent. The team must contain atleast one actor and ione director. If SRK is selected Kamal Hassan 
should also be selected and vice versa, If Amitabh is selected Subhash Ghai cannot be selected. If Hrithik is selected Maniratnam 
is also selected and vice versa. What should be the team if Amitabh is selected ?Four options..

4)    H == A+B �R , F == H + I , T == F + A � C+ D , S == T/2, R == A*S; If F is to be derived what is also needed to be 
derived ?
a) S      b) Q    c) R    d) T

5)    A team of at least three people is to be constituted for Mayor of a village for representation in a  trade fair. One man, one 
woman, two boys, three girls are available. All three males cannot be selected, all four females cannot be selected. The team 
should contain at least one elder. What is the possible configuration that exactly sums up the formation of team :
a)    three girls , b) two boys and the lady c) the man, woman , one boy, one girl  d) two boys, woman and a girl.
   
6)    A series of drama is to be arranged on all the five days of the week. Monday to Friday. Drama contains fiction, romance, 
horror, comedy, tragedy. Horror cannot immediately precede romance , fiction should be scheduled earlier than romance , 
comedy should come after tragedy. If Horror is arranged on Friday then what should be the sequence of the dramas.(NB there 
may have been other conditions in this examples which I presently don�t remember )

7)    Three ice creams are to be made available every day by the college canteen. The IC available are strawberry, 
butterscotch,vanilla,choco, mango, choco-vanilla, pineapple. Each day should have ice creams which was also present day 
before. All the icecreams can be repeated only thrice during the entire week .IF choco, vanilla ,straw berry is given on 
Wednesday . What should be given on Thursday � four options. The question probably has some data missing. Check it out.

8)    A team is to be selected from the hockey players available from the circuit. The selection team would require atleast four 
people. There are three coaches A,B,C and three selectors D,E,F available. But there schedule do not match . A cannot come if 
D is selected. If C is selected F should also be selected. If E is selected B should not be selected. What is the team?

          Among the above two questions were repeated giving different names that makes it 10 questions which I have provided 
you. I am sorry dear I don�t remember the other 5 questions. I had correctly answered almost 14 in this section.
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